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LOS ANGELES, CA, USA, January 20, 2022 /EINPresswire.com/ -- BYK Advertising is a 60-year

award-winning advertisement organization known for creating and designing immaculate PERM

labor certification recruitment ads. The organization is well-known for its flexibility and ability to

provide brilliant and above-par services to its clients. 

Beyond its first-class services to its customers, BYK Advertising presents comprehensive PERM

immigration recruitment advertising for professional and non-professional matters filed with the

DOL for clients pursuing work-related visas or labor credentials through PERM. 

What Makes BYK Advertising Stand Out From the Crowd 

BYK Advertising has raised the bar for numerous marketing agencies by winning the Ad Age

Awards, Beldings, Clio, and Silver Microphones. These achievements serve as remarkable proof

of the organization's outstanding performance. BYK advertising’s professionalism reflects

through its 60 years of understanding of new strategies and techniques for marketing across

multiple industries. 

The organization has built a nationally acclaimed reputation by providing consistency in

customer services and upholding the high standards for advertising techniques and marketing

applications that they have set for themselves. 

Numerous studies have shown that most recruiters are usually inclined towards advertisements

that reflect the creativity of a company/individual. Powerful campaigns that are methodologically

designed to attract recruiters aid in catching the interest of the target audience in this fast-paced

industry. BYK Advertising is determined to constantly provide advanced advertising solutions to

their clients and establish proficient connections with many publications across the country to

deliver clients with competitive PERM labor advertising rates.  

“Our team consists of experts and professionals in providing only the most reliable methods for

providing PERM labor recruitment ads. We first started doing Traditional Labor certification

advertising in 1989 and have over 28 years of experience working with one of the nation’s largest

immigration law firms. We are passionate about providing the best customer services and take

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://bykadvertising.com/


pride in our clients’ confidence in us. For us, this isn’t just an organization for ads; it’s a passion.

We want to bring a revolutionary change in the world of marketing.” -BYK Advertising

Representative 

Reach out to BYK Advertising today for a quote if you want a complete PERM Advertising

Campaign created for you. BYK Advertising will save your time by making your PERM advertising

process as seamless as possible. The full-service agency offers in-house creative, production,

media buying/placement, consulting, public relations, and development services. 

Contact BYK Advertising  

Tim Byk

Jon Byk Advertising

310-476-3012

About the BYK Advertising  

Byk Advertising Inc. was established in Los Angeles in 1959; it is a full-service marketing agency

that includes in-house creative, production, media buying/placement, consulting, public

relations, and development services. BYK Advertisement provides marketing services such as

PERM recruitment and labor certifications, advertisement and marketing solutions, packaging &

product design to logos, and outdoor advertising, etc. BYK Advertising has always worked side by

side with all their clients to skillfully construct and develop robust, persuasive, and compelling

promotional and marketing campaigns. The organization takes pride in the top-notch customer

services they provide and the flexibility they offer through their services.
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BYK Advertising
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/561105596
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